Abstract — Citations are summarized from books. The citing book is determined and the cited articles are listed. These are indexed for more rapid identification within electronically-formatted and printed books. The citation may be followed to view the cited articles. Only books which are not proceedings volumes have been included within this document.
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1.0 Introduction

In this paper, the objective is to identify book citations for future retrieval. Searches included “R.F. DeMara” and “DeMara, R” as well as “R DeMara” which were then inspected manually for matching content. The paper provides a concise list of them that would not otherwise be available in a single document. Sources listed were obtained via web search and then filtered as indicated below.

2.0 Book Citings as Indexed within Google Books


3.0 Conclusion

Based on the citations above, it is possible to rapidly locate the articles by google scholar search using the stated booked titles. Citations appear on the pages as mentioned. The cited articles are listed as indicated.
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